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I've completely fallen down a well of reading crappy superhero comics. (virtually all

superhero comics are crappy.)

it's a comfort food thing. takes me back to my ill spent youth.

read a bunch of Dan Slott's she hulk run, which is depressingly sexist, all things considered. (the old, there's something

wrong with you if you're a powerful woman who enjoys being powerful trope.)

Gail Simone's Birds of Prey is pretty fun; character interactions are great but she's got trouble figuring out worthwhile plots.

all the villains are pretty eh.

read some Bendis avengers and new avengers. he writes fun characters, but the crossover stuff is so omnipresent it's hard

for him to develop any narrative cohesion.

Ultimate fantastic four is actually quite good, especially the first Bendis/Ellis issues. it's very much not the kirby, family

bickering thing. instead what's fun is that the characters are all charming and clearly like each other.

they kept switching creative teams and it sort of lost that.

oh right; Millar's Ultimates I wrote about that. it sucks, but in kidn of interesting ways. https://t.co/c4YoLFDoms

also reread the old x-men comic where they go to Limbo and Ilyana ages 7 years. I think I first read that like 40 years ago. it

stuck with me...and can sort of see why, though also doesn't really hold up.

I thought it was extremely creepy when I was 8; the x men transported to this weird alternate reality and they wander

through the halls and find their own corpses.

it's still a bunch of good ideas, but Chris Claremont's writing is too workmanlike to take advantage of the horror atmosphere.
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